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About This Game

You and the swarm are one. Your will is their will. Your thoughts, their thoughts. The great Matriarch sacrificed so that the
swarm could continue here on this abandoned lot, YOUR new world. Well, that is if you can conquer it from those that wrongly

deny your domination. From the relative safety of your nest, you will breed generations of beetles that will fan out over this
world and claim it as your own. Unlock the secrets of your genetic potential through careful pairings of select members of your
swarm. Learn new abilities and enhance the performance of your species over generations of offspring. Biting is a dependable
attack that no beetle should underestimate, but what if you could spit caustic bile, drain your enemies' vital fluids or perhaps
explode in a wondrous shower of carapace flavored shrapnel! This and more are only a few choice alleles away...should you

discover them.

But your domination isn't all biting and slashing. You must rear your beetles and tend to their needs of food, comfort and health.
As you conquer the lot, you will retrieve the necessary resources like seeds, berries, and the ever-enjoyable rotted flesh. Send
out your beetles to explore new areas, learn of their defenses and treasures. If your chosen champions are up for the task, they

may well find rare items to aid the swarm in its rise to power; like a soothing bar of soap, a rubber ball, or some nutritious
brains! Nothing tickles the ganglia like comfort foods.

Explore this world and your own existence. Develop exotic looks as you collect and unlock new rare physical features like
horns, spikes, ridges, colors, textures, and finishes. Beetles are unpredictable in their looks and size, and your swarm is every bit

as spectacular. Each beetle you raise will be uniquely yours, a master of statistics, looks, and stature.

Taking over each territory will require specialized abilities and expert leadership as you take legions of your swarm-mates into
battle. Feel the fluid joy of your horde in battle. You don’t push individuals about like puppets, you usher them about as a
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maestro would lead a symphony building up to a crescendo and crashing them upon your enemies like a tidal wave of
destruction.

Key Features:

 Play at your own speed. Accelerate or stop time as you see fit. Take your time and consider your options like a great
leader.

 Unique creations. Each beetle you raise is a useful piece of art. Looks and abilities are not tied to stats. Small and
strong, large and weak, colorful and cruel...all are possible.

 Fluid combat. Combat is very fluid and real-time. The only thing more fun than herding cats...is herding beetles! Keep
on your toes and tend to your swarms.

 Strategic planning throughout. It’s not just which areas to conquer, but who to send on tasks, who should breed and
who will end up in the Goop Juicer.
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Title: Beetle Uprising
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Iocane Games, LLC
Publisher:
Iocane Games, LLC
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1x64 / Windows 10x64

Processor: Intel or AMD 2GHz 2 Cores

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT or 540M, ATI Radeon HD 6570. (1GB) @720P

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Device

English
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I DOWNLOADED IT AND IT DIDN'T INSTALL. PLEASEEEEE FIX THIS!!!!. I want to emphasize that the game says
"arbitrary" in its title. Is it a little slow? Yes. Does it baby the players with a tutorial at the beginning and leaves figuring out the
nuances of the game almost exclusively to the player's curiosity? For sure. But that's part of the joy--a randomness that's
difficult to pin down to a pattern.

Cube&Star is colorful, minimalistic, smart, darkly and subtly funny (the Nietzchean quips from the various geometric creatures
make me alternate between wanting to laugh or cry), and aesthetically exquisite. It wasn't hard to fall for the simplicity of this
game, and I more than appreciate how relaxed I can feel playing it without it being totally mind-numbing.

It's casual but quietly rewarding, and well worth it. I recommend it wholeheartedly to both the whimsical and patient player
looking for something a little different, if not Euclidean.. A plenty enjoyable enough little puzzle game. There is nothing in
particular to write home about in [The Sequence], but everything is done competently and comes together to a nice package..
My god what's going on here?. well, its optimized like crap but looks fun. I had never seen or heard of this game before this
morning. The preview video looked interesting, and the gameplay seemed to have some kind of link to my own music (which
personally intrigued me, seeing as how "Audiosurf," "Beat Hazard," "Melody's Escape" and "Symphony" are four of my
absolute most favorite games of all time), so I got curious and went ahead and bought it.

On a first impression, the control scheme was a little unusual. I personally found the keyboard layout hard\/impossible to use,
while the controller setup was drastically easier to play with once adjusted to my own preferences, so I greatly recommend using
one when you play this game. Think about how a controller would typically be configured for any flight-based console game,
and you should be fine.

Now, onto actual gameplay and such. In a word?

"Magical."

It is like a flight simulator set in a cybernetic version of space.

The graphics and effects are absolutely stunning and beautiful.

You can adjust the enemies up or down to however dangerous you want them to be (so casual and hardcore players can both
enjoy this game), or you can turn them off completely and just enjoy and explore the scenery while it pulses and moves along
with your music.

There are wormholes that take you to different areas that you can continue to fight\/admire the view in.

You can set up and save your own music playlist to use in-game (personally, I found trance music to be the best possible match
for this game), and you can flip between the tracks at any time that you want to without having to pause first.

This game is a fun and challenging flight-based shooter for any skill level, and an unrivaled "chill out\/relaxation" tool when
needed. To be completely honest, if this game had Oculus Rift support, this would be the very first game that I used it on (if I
had one).

Money well-spent here. Solid 10\/10 from me.. This DLC has the absolute most value. You get $40 worth of LP in this DLC.
Basically you're getting $100 worth of content for half price and if you get it on sale, it'll be $100 worth of content for only $30.
The Alt Art card it comes with is also one of the most useful cards in the game. It's not broken but it's HIGHLY sought after.. If
you love you some schlocky 80's-90's horror classics like Halloween, Friday the 13th, and Nightmare on Elm Street mixed with
some light puzzles and stealth element GET THIS GAME. My only complaint about the entire thing is that I wanted more game,
I wanted to play it longer but all good things must come to an end, I suppose. 9/10 would play again.. I'm sure this was a blast to
work on, but it just doesn't feel like a full fledged game, may be worth the price if you want to support those that made it, but I
have yet to find a group of friends that really enjoyed the game, it gets pretty repetitive and old really quickly. Props to those
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that developed it, and hope you keep making more, because it feels like there is potential, just doesn't feel quite there yet.
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I bought this specifically for the CN livery, and was disappointed to find that while the other liveries had realistic amounts of
"weathering", the CN livery has a squeaky clean, right out of the factory kind of look. I'm not too impressed about that. Also,
there are no functioning brake gauges in the cab ... nothing!!!. i got this to give it a try, but holy best buy ever. Now that may
sound like omg yeah yeah sure....whatever, but honestly very well made game. This developer has so much love into the game its
a rare sight, updates come out nearly every day that the initial game looks extremely different to how it is now. Im surprised its
not that popular and i hope it gets some fame! This game well deserves it, well done to the developer!! ^^

10/10 Early access game that im sure when it comes out it will be fantastic!!. Putting this game in the hands of people aged
14-21 was a horrible idea. I love it.. This game is a mess. It was fun for a few hours, but after that is was REALLY boring.
Unplayably boring. Do you know why? THE FIRST MISSION WAS IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME AND IT WAS WAY TO HARD
FOR A FIRST MISSION. You have to level up in rank but you need, like 10,000 dollars to do it and it is extremely hard to
trade without losing money. I'm either a hopeless trader or missing something.

The tutorial was terrible, giving barely ANY insight intohow to trade proftably. Oh, sure the first trade you make was easy, but
after that you are thrown in the deep without knowing how to play and enjoy it while making a profit and making progress!

All in all, this game is a piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ The DLC adds hardly anything, the first mission is impossible AND the tutorial
offers NO help! At all! So I hate this game for this very reason. It SUCKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Between what I can only call
"clunky" combat, bundled with imput delay and high enemy damage, topped with enemies stealing most of your items " 'cause
RNJesus" leads to a very unenjoyable experience.... 2015 Review! - TL;DR version - SecuROM problems resolved - play it now
- GET THIS GAME!

I held off reviewing this game after purchasing due to the fact that SecuROM was having issues. I am happy to say those issues
have been resolved and you can now play Dark Void Zero after inputting your serial. Still sucks we have to deal with third party
DRM but its better than no game at all! Simply put Dark Void Zero is leaps and bounds better than the original game on which
it is based. This is a super retro style game wherein it definitely feels and plays like a classic 8 bit NES game of yesteryear. You
can jump and shoot and with the use of your trusty jetpack, fly and hover. Its a challenging and fun game with a decent (if not
silly) story. If you like retro style games but they never quite feel retro enough...this game is for you!

PS: Disregard my playtime. I played this game to near completion on my 3DS and just wanted to try it out on the big screen
with surround sound and it plays exactly the same! Controller reccommended btw!. 10\/10 would get this DLC again. Excellent
story and delightfully horrifying. It is simply a gem.. it makes me rage, bad. My blood pressure is so high right now if i moved i
would probably fall over in cardiac arrest or something. Its pretty good to waste your time. But its just so meh.
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